Validation of geostationary operational environmental satellite-16 advanced baseline imager radiometric calibration with airborne field campaign data and reanalysis of north-south scan data
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Abstract. The advanced baseline imager (ABI) on board geostationary operational environmental satellite-16 (GOES-16) provides high quality reflective solar band (RSB) and thermal emission band (TEB) image data. Intensive field campaigns for postlaunch validation of the ABI Level-1B spectral radiance observations were carried out during March to May of 2017 to ensure the Système International traceability of the ABI. Radiometric calibrations of the RSBs and TEBs of the ABI were evaluated by comparison with the spectral measurements of the airborne visible infrared imaging spectrometer-next generation (AVIRIS-NG) and scanning high-resolution interferometer sounder (S-HIS) on board the high-altitude aircraft ER2, respectively. The comparison between ABI RSB mesoscale (MESO) data and AVIRIS-NG measurements showed that the mean biases are within 2% with uncertainty <2.5% for ABI CH01, CH03, CH05, and CH06. The brightness temperature differences between GOES-16 ABI and S-HIS measurements were shown to be within 0.45 K with uncertainty <0.35 K at the 300 K scene equivalent for ABI CH08 to CH10 and CH13 to CH15. The ABI uses large focal plane arrays with the detector number varying from hundreds to more than a thousand per channel, which makes the evaluation of detector uniformity a challenge. Reanalysis of the GOES-16 ABI north-south scan data from the field campaign and lunar observation was performed for ABI CH01 to CH03 with two versions of calibration coefficients. Significant improvements in detector uniformity with the updated solar calibration algorithm were verified. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JRS.16.037501]
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1 Introduction

Being the first satellite in the latest generation of geostationary earth-observing systems, geostationary operational environmental satellite-16 (GOES-16) (formerly known as GOES-R before reaching the geostationary orbit) of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was successfully launched on November 19, 2016.1–9 The GOES-16 was in operation
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The GOES-16 advanced baseline imager (ABI) provides high spatial and temporal resolution imagery of the Earth through 16 spectral bands at visible and infrared wavelengths. The ABI provides image products with up to four times greater spatial resolution and five times greater temporal resolution in comparison with the previous GOES imager. ABI data are critical for a wide range of applications related to weather forecasting, environmental monitoring, ocean and land studies, climate, hazards (fires, volcanoes, floods, hurricanes, storms, and tornadoes), and disaster relief. The radiometric accuracy and consistency of ABI are particularly important for these applications. It is critical to ensure that the radiometric accuracy of ABI is within the specs and is traceable. The radiometric accuracy for the ABI reflective solar band (RSB) (CH01 to CH06) is required to be within 5%, which is achieved through onboard radiometric calibration using a solar diffuser. The accuracy requirement of 5% is interpreted here as the 1 sigma (or $k = 1$) total radiometric uncertainty including noise, calibration, etc. For thermal emission bands (TEBs) of GOES-16 ABI, the requirement for radiometric accuracy is to be within 1 K (1 sigma or $k = 1$), which is maintained through onboard calibration using a blackbody.

In this paper, the overall radiometric performance of ABI RSBs in comparison with the ray-matched AVIRIS-NG measurements is presented. The brightness temperature (BT) differences between GOES-16 ABI TEB and S-HIS measurements over ray-matching land targets are also evaluated. Through comparison with the coordinated SI-traceable airborne spectral radiance measurements by AVIRIS-NG and S-HIS, the SI traceability of the ABI level-1B observations is independently validated. It is noted that earlier work in Ref. 17 compared the GOES-16 ABI NSS field campaign data with AVIRIS-NG measurements for radiometric validation of ABI RSB channel performance. In Ref. 27, the ABI TEB observations at night over an ocean target in the Gulf of Mexico were compared with simultaneous S-HIS measurements for the validation of the
ABI TEBs using S-HIS. The focus of this work is to evaluate the radiometric performance of ABI MESO scans over the Sonoran Desert for both RSBs and TEBs of the GOES-16 ABI. The ABI uses large focal plane detector arrays with 100 to >1400 detectors, which increase the system’s sensitivity to image striping (detector-to-detector nonuniformities). Ensuring the radiometric uniformity among such a large number of detectors for each channel of the ABI poses a significant challenge to the calibration. During the early on-orbit, there were several implementations and updates of the ABI solar calibration algorithms to account for the integration time difference between solar calibration and Earth view, which result in different versions of detector gains and consequently different radiance and detector uniformity performance. Also, right before the field campaign, the nonlinear calibration factor table was updated for ABI CH01 to CH03 for image striping mitigation. The impacts of such calibration updates need to be evaluated along with the overall independent validation of the system.

Each ABI RSB channel has 100 to 1000 detector rows, and each row consists of three or six detector columns. In operation, only one detector column of data in each row is downlinked for operational processing of Earth view data on the ground. The NSS of ABI was designed to have all of the detectors on different rows, but the same column of detector array for a given channel collects the data over the same target region. These acquisitions were conducted in rapid succession, such that the scene changes are expected to be negligible. The detector uniformity performance for each channel is then evaluated by intercomparing the target radiance among detectors. In this paper, the GOES-16 ABI CH01 to CH03 NSS data collected during the field campaign and lunar observation are analyzed with calibration coefficients derived from two calibration algorithms. The impacts on the detector uniformity from the implementation of the updated nonlinear calibration factor and integration time change in solar calibration are quantitatively evaluated.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the radiometric biases of GOES-16 ABI RSB channels are evaluated through comparison with the AVIRIS-NG measurements over the Sonoran Desert region collected during the field campaign. In Sec. 3, the GOES-16 ABI TEB data are compared with the S-HIS measurements to evaluate the radiometric biases of ABI TEBs. In Sec. 4, the detector uniformity of GOES-16 ABI CH01 to CH03 is evaluated with both NSS data collected during the field campaign and lunar observation data, which are processed with two calibration algorithms. Section 5 presents the overall summary of the validation of the radiometric calibration of GOES-16 ABI RSB and TEB with the airborne field campaign data and reanalysis of NSS data.

## 2 Radiometric Comparison Between GOES-16 ABI MESO Scene and AVIRIS-NG Measurement

### 2.1 GOES-16 ABI and AVIRIS-NG RSB Data Collection During Field Campaign

GOES-16 ABI has six RSB channels covering a spectral range from 0.47 to 2.25 μm with a spatial resolution varying from 0.5 to 2.0 km. Table 1 summarizes the detailed specifications of ABI RSB channels. The ABI RSB channel data collection during the field campaign on March 28, 2017, was executed under timeline 25 scheduling with the GOES-16 nadir checkout location being at −89.5°W. Each timeline 25 mode has a 5-min duration. During the timeline 25 mode of ABI, MESO scans were performed. Each ABI MESO scan consists of two swaths covering the Sonoran Desert region where simultaneous air-borne reference sensor measurements were performed during the field campaign. This MESO scan was repeated 10 times during each timeline 25 operation, and data were collected for each of the ABI channels.

AVIRIS-NG was developed following the legacy AVIRIS to provide continued access to high SNR imaging spectroscopy measurements in the solar reflected spectral range. It measures the wavelength range from 380 to 2510 nm with 5-nm sampling. Spectra of AVIRIS-NG are measured as images with 600 cross-track elements at a spatial sampling of 1.0 ± 0.1 mrad. AVIRIS-NG has better than 97% cross-track spectral uniformity and ≥97% spectral instantaneous field of view (IFOV) uniformity. AVIRIS-NG has an onboard calibrator source and
maintains <3% uncertainty with SI traceability to NIST via a FEL lamp. The FEL lamp along with an integrating sphere for absolute calibration is used for preflight calibration of AVIRIS-NG. An on-board source is used to detect any gross changes and correct for local striping effects. This calibration process is described in more detail in Ref. 22. The in-flight radiance was validated during the same Sonoran Desert flights in the GOES-R field campaign by also flying over an Ivanpah desert site where a NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory ground team performed ground validation. AVIRIS-NG has an FOV of 34 deg. The spatial swath of AVIRIS-NG is \( \sim 11 \text{ km} \) with a spatial resolution of \( \sim 20 \text{ m} \) at a typical altitude of 20 km for ER2 aircraft.

On March 28, 2017, the targeted field campaign location was placed around the Sonoran Desert region with \( \sim 90 \text{ min} \) coordinated data collection by AVIRIS-NG on board the ER-2 aircraft. Figure 1 shows the ground track of the ER-2 aircraft on March 28, 2017. About eight circular flight ground tracks were designed and carried out over the region of the Sonoran Desert to ensure that the view geometry of AVIRIS-NG matched that of ABI over the target region. AVIRIS-NG scans as far as 34 deg off-nadir. Thus, with the addition of a \( \sim 33 \text{ deg} \) bank angle from the ER-2 aircraft, it enables a match of the ABI view geometry over the target location.

The ABI timeline 25 special scan data collected during the field campaign need to be calibrated and navigated. The ABI MESO data used in this paper were specially processed by the instrument vendor, i.e., so-called Pleiades version. In the Pleiades version of reprocessed ABI RSB data, solar calibration to derive the detector gain factor, processing of the raw data to radiance data, and image navigation were all performed by the ABI vendor. Figure 2 shows an example of the radiance map from (a) AVIRIS-NG data and (b) ABI-Pleiades version data for ABI CH02 on March 28, 2017. Note that the AVIRIS-NG radiance measurements were recorded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABI channel</th>
<th>Wavelength (( \mu \text{m} ))</th>
<th>Resolution (km)</th>
<th>Detector number</th>
<th>Detector columns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. ABI RSB channel specifications.
with the unit $\mu\text{W/cm}^2\text{-nm-sr}$, and we have converted the data to have the same standard radiance unit ($\text{W/m}^2\text{-}\mu\text{m-sr}$) as the ABI measurement. The AVIRIS-NG hyperspectral data were convolved with the spectral response function (SRF) of ABI CH02, i.e., GOES-R calibration working group flight module 1 (FM1) SRF release v3.28 In this way, the effective AVIRIS-NG spectral radiance over the ABI CH02 band is calculated. Note that AVIRIS-NG data was accumulated over approximately an hour on March 28, and the ABI data is from one snapshot of the Meso scene scan. The overall radiance maps derived from AVIRIS-NG and ABI measurements are consistent. The difference between the two panels is mainly due to several factors such as different sensor view angles and data collection over $\sim60$-min period for AVIRIS-NG versus a snapshot for ABI. A more precise radiometric comparison between ABI and AVIRIS-NG measurements requires the matching in view geometry and time between these two sensors.

2.2 Ray-Matching Between GOES-16 ABI and AVIRIS-NG Measurements

To determine the radiance difference between GOES-16 ABI and AVIRIS-NG for a given ABI RSB channel, identifying optimally matched view geometry samples between ABI and AVIRIS-NG sensor both in time and space is required. The following ray-matching conditions were applied in searching for the qualified matching locations.

1. For the region of interest (RoI), the view angle between the ABI line of sight and the AVIRIS-NG line of sight should be within 5 deg. AVIRIS-NG can scan as far as 34 deg off-nadir, which made it easy to match the ABI view geometry over the target location during the circular flight paths on March 28, 2017. Because GOES-16 nadir view is fixed at $-89.5^\circ$W during the field campaign, the view angle of ABI w.r.t. the pixel map of AVIRIS-NG can be readily calculated. Figure 3 shows the map of the angle between the ABI view vector and the AVIRIS-NG view vector for each pixel of AVIRIS-NG measurement during the field campaign on March 28, 2017. In Fig. 3, the blue-shaded regions with angle <5 deg mark where the ray-matching condition is satisfied during the circular flight paths of the ER-2 aircraft. The threshold for the ray-matching cone angle is chosen as a balance between keeping enough matched data points for all of ABI RSB channels and confining the ray-matching angle as small as possible. The ABI CH06 has the largest nadir grid spacing of 2 km. There are about nine ABI CH06 data points within the 5-deg matched cone angle, which makes the comparison statistically significant while maintaining minimum view angle differences.

2. Temporal matching was enforced so that the time difference between the GOES-16 ABI observation and AVIRIS-NG measurement over the RoI was within 30 s. The ABI Meso mode scans through the region every 30 s, and the time stamp of AVIRIS-NG measurement over the RoI is used to find the closest ABI Meso data in time that constrains the time difference to be within 30 s.
There are eight locations in total within the circular paths of the ER-2 aircraft that satisfy the ray-matching condition. Figure 4 shows the processed AVIRIS-NG radiance data for ABI CH01, CH02, CH03, and CH06 over the eight selected ROIs around the Sonoran Desert region. The AVIRIS-NG hyperspectral radiance data were convolved with the corresponding ABI SRFs to derive the radiance for each ABI RSB channel. Due to the much higher spatial resolutions of AVIRIS-NG measurements, the radiance maps over the eight sites show abundant spatial

![Fig. 3 Color map of angle (degree) between GOES-16 ABI view vector and AVIRIS-NG view vector during the field campaign on March 28, 2017. The blue-shaded regions with minimum angle (<5 deg) are where the ray-matching condition is satisfied.](image)

![Fig. 4 (a)–(d) Derived AVIRIS-NG radiance (W/m²-sr-μm) data for ABI CH01, CH02, CH03, and CH06, respectively, over the eight selected ROIs that satisfy the ray-matching condition. Convolution was applied to the AVIRIS-NG data with the corresponding SRFs of ABI channels.](image)
variations, which indicate that the AVIRIS-NG measurements cover a variety of land types with substantial features.

Figures 5–7 show example comparisons of the measured radiance between the ABI and AVIRIS-NG for ABI CH01 to CH03, respectively. The top panels show the selected comparison between sampled AVIRIS-NG and ABI Meso data over the ray-matching sites. The ABI Meso data were sampled into the 5-deg ray-matching region. The ABI and AVIRIS-NG measurements have significantly different spatial resolutions. In general, the AVIRIS-NG data capture the fine features within the 5-deg ray-matching region. The ABI data show more averaged features, which matches the pattern in the AVIRIS-NG measurement. In each matched region, there are about 30, 120, and 30 pixels for ABI CH01, CH02, and CH03, respectively. This corresponds to covering ~0.8% of the ABI detector array over each ray-matching site. Over the eight ray-matched RoIs, the total number of detectors being evaluated is about 6.4% of the entire detector array for each ABI RSB channel. The uniformity analysis of ABI visible near-infrared (VNIR) detectors, e.g., with NSS data in Sec. 4, suggests that the radiometric biases of the fractional amount of ABI detector array can be used to characterize the overall radiometric biases of ABI VNIR channels.

To quantitatively evaluate the radiometric difference between ABI RSB and AVIRIS-NG measurements, mean radiance is calculated by averaging the radiance of the pixels within the ray-matching region. The bottom panels in Figs. 5–7 show the time series of the mean radiance with the standard deviation (bottom left panel) over the eight ray-matching sites derived from ABI Meso and AVIRIS-NG measurements and their percent differences with the error bar...
In general, the mean radiance of ABI CH01 and CH03, shown in the bottom panels of Figs. 5–7, matches that of AVIRIS-NG data closely over the eight ray-matching locations covering a wide range of radiance values. Over all of the eight ray-matching sites, the mean radiance of ABI CH02 is consistently higher than that of AVIRIS-NG. The ABI CH04 is a water vapor absorption band, and its measurement can be largely affected by the absorption due to the moisture content above the ER-2 aircraft. Therefore, the radiance difference between ABI and AVIRIS-NG for ABI CH04 is large and is not evaluated in this paper.

To further quantitatively evaluate the radiometric biases of five GOES-16 ABI RSB channels w.r.t. AVIRIS-NG measurements, we combined all of the paired radiance data observed by ABI and AVIRIS-NG over the eight ray-matched sites into the scatter plots as shown in Fig. 8. The AVIRIS-NG data were sampled onto ABI pixels satisfying the ray-matching condition for the pairing. The resulting mean biases [(ABI-AVIRIS-NG)/AVIRIS-NG, %] and uncertainty (k = 1, %) from the ABI versus AVIRIS-NG comparison are summarized in Table 2. In Table 2, we also list the k = 1 uncertainty (%) of AVIRIS-NG measurements with SI traceability to NIST via the FEL lamp, the uncertainty due to the atmosphere above the aircraft, and the uncertainty of mismatch and variability. The total combined uncertainty (%) listed in Table 2 includes all three uncertainties, which makes the ABI measurement uncertainty SI traceable to NIST.

In addition, the linear regression fitting between the matched GOES-16 ABI MESO scene and AVIRIS-NG measurements are calculated and shown in Fig. 8 as red lines to evaluate the linearity of ABI measurements over the dynamic range limited by the ray-matched land scenes.
during the field campaign. The correlation coefficients and root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of linear fitting between GOES-16 ABI and AVIRIS-NG measurements for the five ABI RSB channels are shown in Table 2. In general, the ABI CH03, CH05, and CH06 have better linearity than CH01 and CH02 with linear correlation coefficients ≥ 0.95 when correlated with AVIRIS-NG measurements.

The radiometric biases of ABI CH01, CH03, and CH06 are <1% with the total uncertainty <2.5%. ABI CH02 and CH05 have positive radiometric biases, and ABI CH06 has negative biases. From Table 2, the radiometric biases ± uncertainties for all five ABI RSB channels are within the 5% radiometric accuracy requirement.

In Ref. 17, the NSS data that were collected during the ABI field campaign on March 28, 2017, were analyzed. Matched collocations between AVIRIS-NG and ABI NSS data collection on March 28, 2017, were identified for radiance comparison. The mean radiometric biases for ABI CH01, CH03, and CH06 determined from NSS data were also shown to be within 2%, which is consistent with our evaluation. The magnitude of radiometric biases for these channels from our evaluation with ABI MESO data is also consistent with the independent analyses from the GEO-LEO collocation comparison between GOES-16 ABI and SNPP/NOAA-20 visible infrared imaging radiometer suite (VIIRS) RSB measurements4,29–32 and GOES-16 ABI versus in-situ measurements in Ref. 33.

For ABI CH02, our analysis shows a mean positive bias of 2.85% ± 2.15%. The analysis of ABI CH02 NSS data in Ref. 17 shows ~7% positive bias relative to AVIRIS-NG. The magnitude of radiometric bias for ABI CH02 from NSS data analysis is closer to the ~6.4% radiometric bias determined from the independent analyses of the GEO-LEO, i.e., GOES-16 ABI versus SNPP VIIRS, collocation data comparison.4,29–31 The relatively smaller bias determined from our MESO scene analysis for ABI CH02 in comparison with that derived from the NSS data and in the GEO-LEO comparison can be due to several factors such as different observation altitudes and atmospheric scattering, anisotropic land surface reflectance, remnant finite line-of-sight

Fig. 7 (a)–(d) Comparison of measured radiance between ABI and AVIRIS-NG for ABI CH03 during March 28, 2017. The arrangement of panels in this figure is similar to that in Fig. 5.
Fig. 8 Linear regression fit (red line) between matched GOES-16 ABI MESO scene and AVIRIS-NG measurements (blue scatter dots) for ABI RSB channels (CH01 to CH03, CH05, and CH06). Results were derived from the eight ray-matched field campaign measurements on March 28, 2017. AVIRIS-NG measurements were sampled onto ABI pixels satisfying the ray-matching condition.

Table 2 The mean bias (%), correlation coefficient, and RMSE of linear fitting between GOES-16 ABI and AVIRIS-NG measurements for five ABI RSB channels that are shown in Fig. 8. In addition, the \((k = 1)\) uncertainties from ABI and AVIRIS-NG comparison, AVIRIS-NG measurements traceable to NIST via a FEL lamp,\(^2\) atmosphere above aircraft, uncertainty of mismatch and variability, and total uncertainty (%) are also listed in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABI RSB channel</th>
<th>CH01</th>
<th>CH02</th>
<th>CH03</th>
<th>CH05</th>
<th>CH06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean bias (%) (GOES-16 ABI minus AVIRIS-NG)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty of bias from GOES-16 ABI and AVIRIS-NG comparison ((k = 1, %)) ((\sigma_{\text{bias}}))</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty of AVIRIS-NG measurements ((k = 1, %)) ((\sigma_{\text{AVIRIS-NG}}))</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty of mismatch and variability ((\sigma_{\text{mismatch}}))</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty of atmosphere ((k = 1, %)) ((\sigma_{\text{atmos}}))</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total uncertainty of GOES-16 ABI ((k = 1, %)) ((\sigma_{\text{tot}} = \sqrt{\sigma_{\text{bias}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{AVIRIS-NG}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{mismatch}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{atmos}}^2}))</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation coefficient of GOES-16 ABI versus AVIRIS-NG comparison in Fig. 8</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE of linear fitting between GOES-16 ABI and AVIRIS-NG in Fig. 8 ((\text{W/m}^2\text{-sr}\mu\text{m}))</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
view angle differences, spectral characteristics difference, different footprint sizes, nonuniformity of ABI CH02 detector, and implementation of resampling to the ABI CH02 data. ABI CH02 has the smallest detector sizes compared with other ABI channels. Its resampling applies different weights to the 4 x 4 detector pixels around the fix-grid pixel to calculate grid radiance. From a close look at the top panels of Fig. 6, the fine distribution of AVIRIS-NG measurement over the 5-deg cone has a different detailed pattern in comparison with the averaged view by ABI. Although the line-of-sight view angle differences between ABI and AVIRIS-NG are confined to be within 5 deg, the field of view angles between ABI and AVIRIS-NG detectors are different. The difference in Fig. 6 can be due to the difference in the anisotropic scattering of fine ground features that AVIRIS-NG and ABI observe. In Sec. 4.2, the NSS data analysis indicates that the initial calibration of ABI CH02 results in large (±1.3% in standard deviation) detector-to-detector nonuniformity. The observation of the Sonoran Desert with the ABI MESO scan covers a small subset of ABI detectors. The detector nonuniformity can also contribute to the ABI CH02 bias difference between our analysis and those in Refs. 17, 29–31.

The GOES-16 ABI RSB channel calibration relies on an onboard solar diffuser, and the prelaunch characterization of the ABI solar diffuser reflectance model can directly affect the postlaunch radiometric performance of the ABI RSB channel. The possible cause of the particularly large bias (~6.4%) for GOES-16 ABI CH02 has been investigated and attributed to the error in the prelaunch solar diffuser bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) characterization for ABI CH02 (although alternative root causes continue to be investigated). The mitigation of the GOES-16 ABI CH02 bias was implemented using a rescaled solar diffuser BRDF table, i.e., K parameter table of the ABI solar diffuser, in solar calibration. The radiometric bias of GOES-16 ABI CH02 was reduced by ~6.4% on April 23, 2019, after the implementation of the new solar diffuser K parameter table.

3 Radiometric Comparison with S-HIS Measurements for GOES-16 ABI TEB Channels

3.1 GOES-16 ABI TEB and S-HIS Measurement Collection and Processing

The GOES-16 ABI has ten TEBs covering the spectral range from 3.9 to 13.3 μm (Table 3) with a spatial resolution of ~2 km. During the March to May GOES-16 ABI field campaign, data over night for the ocean target in the Gulf of Mexico were collected with S-HIS and analyzed in Refs. 17 and 27 to evaluate (by quantifying the bias) and validate (by comparing against requirements and results from other calibration methods) the GOES-16 ABI TEB performance. In particular, in Refs. 17 and 27, the ABI NSS data over the open ocean in the Gulf of Mexico were compared with S-HIS measurements collected during the field campaign flight conducted on April 13, 2017.

In this paper, we analyze the GOES-16 ABI TEB data from MESO scans of land collected under the ABI timeline 25 scheduling during the field campaign on March 28, 2017. The targeted field campaign location on March 28, 2017, is around the Sonoran Desert. Under the 5-min timeline 25 mode, there are ten MESO scans, and each ABI MESO scan consists of two swaths covering the targeted location for each of the ABI channels. Coordinated simultaneous airborne measurements by S-HIS were performed for ~90- min [from universal time (UT) 18:45 to UT 20:15] during the field campaign on March 28, 2017. Figures 9 and 10 show the trajectory of the S-HIS instrument on board the ER-2 aircraft and the scanning footprints of S-HIS on March 28, 2017. Because the ABI MESO scan mode is different from the ABI NSS mode, the surface characteristics (ocean versus land) and detector coverage in the analysis of Refs. 17 and 27 are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABI TEB channel</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (μm)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
different from those analyzed in this paper. But the general ray-matching methodology used in Ref. 17 for selecting data is similar to what we used in this paper.

The S-HIS is an FTS– that measures thermal radiation at high-spectral resolution, scanning the Earth in swaths up to 40-km wide to collect data on temperature and water vapor. The basic components of the S-HIS include a scene mirror module, telescope, Michelson plane mirror interferometer, aft optics, detector module with mechanical cooler, laser metrology, calibration blackbodies, and on-board signal processing and solid-state storage. The spectral coverage of S-HIS spans from $3.33$ to $17.24 \, \mu m$ ($4607$ channels) with a spectral resolution of $0.48 \, cm^{-1}$.

The S-HIS was calibrated prelaunch with the radiometric uncertainty of $\sim 0.04 \, k$, which has SI traceability to the NIST TXR radiometer. The NIST TXR validation of the S-HIS uncertainties over the temperature range $227$ to $290 \, K$ was discussed in Ref. 26. The impacts of the changing environment are handled in a variety of ways as detailed in Ref. 24.

The S-HIS has a $100-\mu rad$ spatial field of view, producing 2-km diameter nadir footprints from an altitude of 20 km. The S-HIS observes Earth and internal calibration bodies by rotation of the scan mirror. During each cross-track scan, the scan mirror sequentially takes 14 views of Earth and can scan as far as 40 deg off-nadir, which can match the ABI view geometry over the target location. On March 28, 2017, about eight circular flight trajectories were carried out over the region of the Sonoran Desert.

**Fig. 9** Trajectory of ER-2 (black line) overlaid on GOES-16 CH14 BT image during the field campaign on March 28, 2017.

**Fig. 10** Trajectory (blue line) of S-HIS instrument on board the ER2 aircraft and the surface location of the scanning footprints of S-HIS (red dots) during the field campaign on March 28, 2017. (a) overall trajectory and (b) zoom in view over the Sonoran Desert region.
The special scan data of GOES-16 ABI TEB data collected during the field campaign were also calibrated and navigated by the GOES-16 ABI vendor, i.e., the Pleiades version. In the Pleiades version of reprocessed ABI TEB data, the calibration with an onboard blackbody to derive the detector gain factor, the processing of the raw detector counts to radiance data and the image navigation were all performed by the ABI vendor. Figure 11 shows an example of the BT map derived from S-HIS data [Fig. 11(a)] and ABI data [Fig. 11(b)] for ABI CH14 on March 28, 2017. The ABI MESO scan data were resampled onto the S-HIS scanning footprint for comparison. The S-HIS hyperspectral data were convolved with the SRF of ABI CH14. The BT maps derived from S-HIS and ABI measurements are consistent. The difference between the two panels is mainly due to different sensor view angles and data collection frequencies.

3.2 ABI and S-HIS BT Comparison Results

To determine the BT bias between GOES-16 ABI and S-HIS measurements for a given ABI TEB channel, identifying optimally matched view geometry samples in time and space between GOES-16 ABI and the airborne reference S-HIS sensor is required. A similar ray-matching condition used in Sec. 2, e.g., the view-angle difference between the ABI and S-HIS line of sights within 5-deg and temporal matching within 30 s, was applied in searching for the qualified matching locations. Due to the scanning geometry difference between AVIRIS-NG and S-HIS, the resulting ray-matched locations are different.

Because S-HIS can scan as far as 40 deg off-nadir, it is easy to match the ABI view geometry over the target location during the circular flight paths of the ER-2 aircraft on March 28, 2017. Figure 12 shows the 11 scanning locations of S-HIS around the Sonoran Desert region that satisfy the ray-matching condition. These matched locations were all over land. The ABI MESO mode scans through the region every 30 s, and the time stamps of S-HIS data over the RoIs are used to find the closest ABI MESO data in time. Figure 13 shows an example of spectral BT from S-HIS (black line) and BT of 10 ABI TEBs (colored thick horizontal lines) over one ray-matched RoI. In general, the BTs of ABI TEBs are well aligned with the spectral BT from S-HIS.
The S-HIS spectral radiance data are further convolved with the ABI SRFs, and the resulting BTs derived from S-HIS for the corresponding ABI TEBs are compared with the GOES-16 ABI BT measurements for BT bias evaluation. Table 4 and Fig. 14 summarize the BT bias (ABI minus S-HIS) and uncertainties ($k = 1$) from the comparison between ABI MESO data and S-HIS field campaign data collected over the Sonoran Desert region on March 28, 2017. The BT bias value was converted to a 300 K BT scene equivalent by converting the radiance difference to the equivalent BT bias at 300 K. In Table 4, the uncertainty of the S-HIS measurement row shows the ($k = 1$) uncertainty traceable to NIST TXR. The NIST TXR validation of the S-HIS measurement uncertainties over the temperature range 227 to 290 K was discussed in Ref. 26. The total uncertainty row shows the combined uncertainties of ABI TEB measurement traceable to NIST TXR using S-HIS as the transfer sensor. The propagation of individual uncertainty contribution to the total uncertainty is calculated in radiance percent. The total uncertainty (K) at the 300 K scene equivalent in the last row of Table 4 is converted from the total uncertainty in radiance percent.

Table 4
ABI TEB biases (K) and $k = 1$ total uncertainty (K) at the 300 K scene equivalent derived from the ABI versus the S-HIS comparison. The ($k = 1$) uncertainty (radiance %) from the ABI and S-HIS comparison, uncertainty of S-HIS measurements traceable to NIST TXR, uncertainty of atmosphere and total uncertainty (%) are also listed in the table. The total uncertainties at the 300 K scene equivalent in last row are converted from the total uncertainty in radiance percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABI TEB channel</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bias (K)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty ($k = 1$, radiance %) of bias from comparison ($\sigma_{\text{bias}}$)</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty of S-HIS measurement (radiance %) ($\sigma_{S-HIS}$)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty of atmosphere (radiance %) ($\sigma_{\text{atmos}}$)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total uncertainty (radiance, %) ($\sigma_{\text{tot}} = \sqrt{\sigma_{\text{bias}}^2 + \sigma_{S-HIS}^2 + \sigma_{\text{atmos}}^2}$)</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total uncertainty (K) at 300 K</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12 The selected ray-matching sites (blue circles) between ABI and S-HIS overlaid onto the BT map of ABI CH14 MESO scene. The black line is the trajectory of S-HIS during the field campaign on March 28, 2017.
From Fig. 14 and Table 4, the ABI CH08 to CH10 has a positive mean BT bias, all being $<0.20$ K with uncertainty $<0.35$ K. The ABI CH11 has a negative BT bias with the amplitude being $<0.45$ K and uncertainty $<0.3$ K. The ABI CH16 has a negative BT bias $-1.02 \pm 0.51$ K due to the CO$_2$ absorption above the ER-2 aircraft. From Table 4, the radiometric biases $\pm$ uncertainties for ABI TEB channels CH08 to CH11 and CH13 to CH15 are all within the 1 K radiometric accuracy requirement. There were independent evaluations of the radiometric bias of GOES-16 ABI TEBs in Ref. 27 using the MESO and NSS data over ocean collected during the ABI field campaign on April 13, 2017. The BT biases determined from NSS and MESO data over ocean in Ref. 27 show that the BT bias for ABI CH08 to CH11 are all positive and $<0.5$ K, and the biases for CH13 to CH15 are all negative with a magnitude within 0.4 K. The overall BT biases of ABI CH08 to CH11 and CH13 to CH15 determined from land scenes in this paper are consistent in both sign and magnitude with those determined from the measurements over ocean on April 13, 2017, in Ref. 27. The biases of ABI CH08 to CH11 and CH13 to 15 being $<0.5$ K are also consistent with TEB bias evaluation results from the GEO-LEO comparison between GOES-16 TEB and hyperspectral infrared measurement by the cross-track infrared sounder (CrIS) on board the SNPP satellite.24

For ABI CH07 (3.9-μm channel), the BT bias over land is $0.97 \pm 0.66$ K as determined in this paper whereas the bias determined from the ocean scene in Ref. 27 is $0.24$ K, both of which are positively biased but with different magnitudes. The difference in ABI CH07 bias over different surface types can be due to the ABI 3.9-μm channel observing both thermal emission and reflected solar radiation (Fig. 15). The land surface has a larger spatial variability in surface temperature and emissivity in comparison with ocean. In addition, the influence of reflected solar radiation over land is also larger than over ocean. As discussed in radiometric and spectral validation of atmospheric infrared sounder (AIRS) observations with the S-HIS,25 the S-HIS and AIRS have different observation altitudes, footprint sizes, and spectral characteristics. These differences are also applicable here when comparing S-HIS and ABI. Overland, the surface emissivity and reflectance variations for ABI CH07 are more significant and more anisotropic than over ocean. During the scanning of ray-matched land pixels, the ABI detectors over land are at a higher altitude than S-HIS and might observe more scattered radiation from the nearby land surfaces while transmitting through the atmosphere than those over the ocean, which makes ABI CH07 appear to have a larger BT bias than over ocean.
The ABI CH12 (9.6 μm) and CH16 (13.3 μm) are the ozone and CO2 absorption channel, respectively, as shown in Fig. 13. The absorption by the cold atmosphere above ER-2 can cause ABI CH12 and CH16 to have a negative BT bias. In particular, for CH12, the \((\text{ABI minus S-HIS})\) bias can be \(-10\) K due to stratospheric O3 absorption. For these two channels, radiative

**Fig. 14** GOES-16 ABI and S-HIS BT difference (ABI minus S-HIS) and \((k = 1)\) total uncertainty derived from the March 28, 2017, MESO data comparison. The BT bias value and uncertainty were converted to the 300 K BT scene equivalent.

**Fig. 15** Comparison of BT maps derived from (a) S-HIS data and (b) GOES-16 ABI data processed by Pleiades for ABI CH07. The data were collected on March 28, 2017.

The ABI CH12 (9.6 μm) and CH16 (13.3 μm) are the ozone and CO2 absorption channel, respectively, as shown in Fig. 13. The absorption by the cold atmosphere above ER-2 can cause ABI CH12 and CH16 to have a negative BT bias. In particular, for CH12, the (ABI minus S-HIS) bias can be \(-10\) K due to stratospheric O3 absorption. For these two channels, radiative
transfer modeling (RTM) corrections are needed to account for the atmosphere above the aircraft to reconcile the BT bias between GOES-16 ABI and S-HIS measurements.

4 Reanalysis of NSS Data for GOES-16 ABI RSB Detector Uniformity Evaluation

The ABI uses large focal plane arrays with detector numbers varying from 372 for CH04 and CH06 to 1460 for CH02 as listed in Table 1. It is a challenge to ensure the radiometric uniformity among such a large number of detectors for both the RSB and TEB channels of ABI. There were several implementations and updates of the ABI solar calibrations, which resulted in different versions of detector gains and nonlinear calibration factors and consequently different detector uniformity performance. The NSS data collected during special scans of ABI provide unique ways to quantitatively evaluate the quality of detector uniformity.

During the timeline 25 mode of ABI, NSS was also performed. The ABI NSS was performed by fixing the ABI east/west scan mirror angle while rotating the ABI NSS mirror. The NSS mode is designed to make the detector of each ABI channel sequentially scan through the same location over the target region and to evaluate the detector uniformity for each ABI channel. Because the detector array of different ABI channels is located at different locations on the focal plane module of ABI, during each NSS, only the detector array of the selected channel can scan through the targeted location while the detectors of all other channels are away from the target location. Therefore, under the ABI timeline 25 mode, the NSS is designed to scan over the target location when the ABI swath number = channel number. As the ABI swath number varies, the target location is scanned sequentially by different ABI channels. During the 5-min ABI timeline 25 mode, the NSS was repeated four times for each ABI channel.

In this section, we perform reanalysis of the NSS data collected during the GOES-16 ABI field campaign on March 28, 2017, and lunar scans on April 10, 2017, using two versions of calibration algorithms to demonstrate the effectiveness of ABI NSS in evaluating the improvements in ABI RSB detector uniformity performance.

4.1 Calibration and Calculation of ABI RSB Radiance Data

The radiance observed by the GOES-16 ABI RSB channel viewing the Earth scene is determined from the measured counts (C) of the Earth view (ev) and the space view (sv) as follows:

\[
\langle L_{ev} \rangle = \frac{M \Delta C_{ev} + Q \Delta C_{ev}^2}{\rho_{NS}^{ev} \rho_{EW}^{ev}},
\]

where \(\langle L_{ev} \rangle\) is the band-averaged spectral radiance (W/m\(^2\)/sr-\(\mu\)m) for the scene in the ABI Earth view. \(\Delta C_{ev}\) is the count difference between the Earth view and space view, i.e., \(\Delta C_{ev} = C_{ev} - C_{sv}\). The \(\rho_{NS}^{ev}\) and \(\rho_{EW}^{ev}\) are the reflectance of the east/west and north/south scan mirrors, respectively, when viewing the targeted scene. \(M\) and \(Q\) are the linear and quadratic coefficients, respectively. The quadratic coefficient \(Q\) is first determined prelaunch per band and per detector element and later is updated during postlaunch. The linear coefficient \(M\) for ABI RSBs is determined in on-orbit viewing of the solar calibration target (SCT), which is a solar diffuser. Here, we summarize the onboard calibration of ABI RSBs using the solar diffuser. Details about ABI solar calibration can be found in Refs. 4 and 5. The SCT-based calibration of ABI RSBs was carried out biweekly to monthly in 2018 by determining the linear calibration coefficient \(M\) for each of the detectors in ABI RSBs. During the solar calibration (around UT 11:00 for GOES-16 ABI), the solar diffuser port is open to allow the solar light to shine on the solar diffuser. The east/west and north/south scan mirrors will be oriented to let the ABI detector array observe the scattered light from the solar diffuser. When viewing the SCT, the scattered solar radiance observed by a particular detector in the ABI detector array of a given RSB channel is calculated through the following equation:

\[
\langle L_{ev} \rangle = \frac{M \Delta C_{ev} + Q \Delta C_{ev}^2}{\rho_{NS}^{ev} \rho_{EW}^{ev}},
\]

where \(\langle L_{ev} \rangle\) is the band-averaged spectral radiance (W/m\(^2\)/sr-\(\mu\)m) for the scene in the ABI Earth view. \(\Delta C_{ev}\) is the count difference between the Earth view and space view, i.e., \(\Delta C_{ev} = C_{ev} - C_{sv}\). The \(\rho_{NS}^{ev}\) and \(\rho_{EW}^{ev}\) are the reflectance of the east/west and north/south scan mirrors, respectively, when viewing the targeted scene. \(M\) and \(Q\) are the linear and quadratic coefficients, respectively. The quadratic coefficient \(Q\) is first determined prelaunch per band and per detector element and later is updated during postlaunch. The linear coefficient \(M\) for ABI RSBs is determined in on-orbit viewing of the solar calibration target (SCT), which is a solar diffuser. Here, we summarize the onboard calibration of ABI RSBs using the solar diffuser. Details about ABI solar calibration can be found in Refs. 4 and 5. The SCT-based calibration of ABI RSBs was carried out biweekly to monthly in 2018 by determining the linear calibration coefficient \(M\) for each of the detectors in ABI RSBs. During the solar calibration (around UT 11:00 for GOES-16 ABI), the solar diffuser port is open to allow the solar light to shine on the solar diffuser. The east/west and north/south scan mirrors will be oriented to let the ABI detector array observe the scattered light from the solar diffuser. When viewing the SCT, the scattered solar radiance observed by a particular detector in the ABI detector array of a given RSB channel is calculated through the following equation:

\[
\langle L_{ev} \rangle = \frac{M \Delta C_{ev} + Q \Delta C_{ev}^2}{\rho_{NS}^{ev} \rho_{EW}^{ev}},
\]

where \(\langle L_{ev} \rangle\) is the band-averaged spectral radiance (W/m\(^2\)/sr-\(\mu\)m) for the scene in the ABI Earth view. \(\Delta C_{ev}\) is the count difference between the Earth view and space view, i.e., \(\Delta C_{ev} = C_{ev} - C_{sv}\). The \(\rho_{NS}^{ev}\) and \(\rho_{EW}^{ev}\) are the reflectance of the east/west and north/south scan mirrors, respectively, when viewing the targeted scene. \(M\) and \(Q\) are the linear and quadratic coefficients, respectively. The quadratic coefficient \(Q\) is first determined prelaunch per band and per detector element and later is updated during postlaunch. The linear coefficient \(M\) for ABI RSBs is determined in on-orbit viewing of the solar calibration target (SCT), which is a solar diffuser. Here, we summarize the onboard calibration of ABI RSBs using the solar diffuser. Details about ABI solar calibration can be found in Refs. 4 and 5. The SCT-based calibration of ABI RSBs was carried out biweekly to monthly in 2018 by determining the linear calibration coefficient \(M\) for each of the detectors in ABI RSBs. During the solar calibration (around UT 11:00 for GOES-16 ABI), the solar diffuser port is open to allow the solar light to shine on the solar diffuser. The east/west and north/south scan mirrors will be oriented to let the ABI detector array observe the scattered light from the solar diffuser. When viewing the SCT, the scattered solar radiance observed by a particular detector in the ABI detector array of a given RSB channel is calculated through the following equation:
\[ \langle L_{\text{SCT}} \rangle = K_{\text{detector row#}} \cos(\theta_{\text{Sun}}) \frac{\Phi_{\text{Sun}}}{4\pi d_{\text{ES}}^2}, \]

(2)

where the factor \(K_{\text{detector row#}}\) is related to the effective channel-dependent BRDF of the SCT, which is the instrument property parameter and is determined prelaunch as a function of solar azimuthal angle \((\beta_{\text{eff}})\) and detector rows. The \(\theta_{\text{Sun}}\) is the solar zenith angle w.r.t. the solar diffuser panel normal. \(\Phi_{\text{Sun}}\) is band-averaged solar irradiance. The \(d_{\text{ES}}\) is the Sun–Earth distance normalized by mean Sun–Earth distance, i.e., one astronomical unit (AU). The actual observed count difference between SCT view and space view, i.e., \(\Delta C_{\text{SCT}} = C_{\text{SCT}} - C_{\text{sv}}\), by a particular ABI detector is related to the observed SCT view radiance \(\langle L_{\text{SCT}} \rangle\) [Eq. (2)] through the following calibration equation:

\[ \langle L_{\text{SCT}} \rangle = \frac{M \Delta C_{\text{SCT}}}{f_{\text{int, ch}} \Delta C_{\text{SCT}}^2 + Q} + \frac{f_{\text{n, ch}} \Delta C_{\text{SCT}}^2}{\rho_{\text{N} \text{SCT}} \rho_{\text{E} \text{SCT}}}, \]

(3)

where \(f_{\text{int, ch}} = 9\) and accounts for the nine-time longer integration time when viewing the SCT than observing the Earth scene. \(f_{\text{Q}}\) is a factor needed to account for impacts of integration time difference and was initially set as 1 and later was updated for ABI calibration in early 2018. We will discuss the change of \(f_{\text{Q}}\) in a later part of this section when we introduce the updated calibration algorithm. In Eq. (2), the \(\rho_{\text{NS}}^{\text{SCT}}\) and \(\rho_{\text{EW}}^{\text{SCT}}\) are the reflectance of the east/west and north/south scan mirrors, respectively, when viewing the SCT. From Eq. (3) together with \(\langle L_{\text{SCT}} \rangle\) calculated from Eq. (2), we calculate the linear gain factor \(M\) for each of the ABI RSB detectors using following equation:

\[ M = \frac{f_{\text{int, ch}} \langle L_{\text{SCT}} \rangle \rho_{\text{N} \text{SCT}} ^{\text{SCT}} \rho_{\text{E} \text{SCT}}}{\Delta C_{\text{SCT}}} - f_{\text{Q}} \Delta C_{\text{SCT}}^2. \]

(4)

The linear calibration coefficients, i.e., \(M\) look-up-table (LUT), for each ABI RSBs are updated as needed in operational ABI level-1B data production after the ABI solar calibration is completed.

From March to May of 2017, when the GOES-16 ABI NSS data used in this paper were collected, there were various postlaunch tests being performed to support the radiometric and geolocation calibration of GOES-16 ABI and its performance evaluation. Over the lifetime of GOES-16, the operational calibration of ABI RSBs experienced several updates of calibration parameters such as the best detector selection (BDS) LUT, nonlinear calibration factor, solar diffuser BRDF LUT, and integration factor in solar calibration. These developments and updates in the calibration algorithm helped to improve the radiometric quality of ABI RSB images. The updated calibration algorithms result in different versions of detector gain \((M)\) and nonlinear calibration factor \((Q)\) LUT. In this section, the solar calibration model used is the in-house version developed at the NOAA Center for Satellite Applications and Research (STAR), which enables the flexibility of evaluating the radiometric performance of different solar calibration algorithms.

In this paper, the NSS data of GOES-16 ABI CH01 to CH03 from field campaign and lunar scans are reprocessed using the following two versions of detector linear \((M)\) and nonlinear calibration factor \((Q)\).

### 4.1.1 Original calibration algorithm (version O)

This version of solar calibration uses the prelaunch nonlinear calibration factor \(Q\) LUT in the solar calibration to derive the detector gain factor \((M)\). Full nonlinear calibration factor \((Q)\) without scaling, i.e., \(f_{\text{Q}} = 1\) in Eqs. (2) and (4), is used in solar calibration. Equation (1) is used in converting the background-subtracted raw count data to radiance data. As shown in Table 5, the calibration coefficients and scheme used before January 17, 2018, in the operational level-1B GOES-16 ABI data production is referred to as the version O calibration algorithm.
4.1.2 Updated calibration algorithm (version U)

The $Q$-scaling scheme and updated $Q$ LUT are implemented in solar calibration. During the solar diffuser calibration event for ABI RSB, the reflected solar light from the solar diffuser is weak due to the partial aperture structure of ABI; the integration time during the solar diffuser view was set to be nine times that of the integration time of the Earth view. Therefore, $\Delta C_{SCT}$ is nine times larger than the equivalent Earth view. On the other hand, the $Q$ factor was derived during prelaunch with a normal integration time. From Eq. (2), it can be seen that the factor $f_{\text{int, ch}}$ can only account for scaling down $\Delta C_{SCT}$ linearly, and the quadratic term $\Delta C_{SCT}^2$ associated with $Q$ requires additional scaling. When setting $f_Q = 1$ in Eqs. (2) and (4) used for the original ABI calibration algorithm, it was suggested that the striping in the ABI RSB images might be due to the amplified effect of the nonlinear $Q$ factor in the solar calibration.

Therefore, the $Q$-scaling scheme was implemented to scale the nonlinear $Q$ factor down by the corresponding integration time factor for the solar diffuser view, i.e., nine and consequently $f_Q = 1/9$ in Eqs. (2) and (4), in the solar calibration to derive the linear detector gain factor $M$. This update is the so-called $Q$-scaling scheme and was applied to all ABI RSB channels (CH01 to CH06). When applying the derived linear gain factor $M$ into Eq. (1) to calculate the Earth view radiance, full-$Q$ without scaling was used in converting the background-subtracted raw Earth view count data to radiance data. For ABI CH01 to CH03, the striping is still significant after the $Q$-scaling update, and it is due to the change in the detector nonlinear response after the satellite launch. In early 2018, new nonlinear $Q$ LUT was developed together with the $Q$-scaling scheme by the ABI ground system (GS)/vendor to mitigate the striping problem for ABI CH01, CH02, and CH03. The timeline of implementations of $Q$-scaling calibration scheme for all ABI RSB channels and updating of $Q$ calibration coefficients for ABI CH01 to CH03 is documented in Table 5. As shown in Table 5, the calibration coefficients and algorithm implemented after February 07, 2018, in the operational level-1B GOES-16 ABI data production is referred to as the version U calibration algorithm in this paper. In the version U calibration algorithm, the linear detector gain factor $M$ was derived from Eq. (4) by implementing both the $Q$-Scaling scheme and the updated $Q$ LUT, i.e., $Q_n$ LUT, for ABI CH01 to CH03.

The update of the calibration scheme from version O to version U provides good testing cases to benchmark the variation of detector uniformity due to changes in the ABI RSB radiometric calibration algorithm. In the following sections, the reanalysis of NSS data uses the calibration coefficients derived from the March 16, 2017, solar diffuser observation. Both the NSS data of GOES-16 ABI CH01 to CH03 from the field campaign and lunar scans are reprocessed using detector linear ($M$) and nonlinear calibration factor ($Q$) derived from the version O and U solar calibration, respectively. In doing so, the raw count data of NSS collection were reprocessed to radiance data according to Eq. (1) for the given pair of linear and nonlinear calibration factor LUTs.

### Table 5 Operational solar calibration updates for GOES-16 ABI in early 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Description</th>
<th>Calibration update</th>
<th>Affected ABI bands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before January 17, 2018 (original calibration algorithm)</td>
<td>$f_Q = 1$</td>
<td>CH01, CH02, CH03, CH04, CH05, and CH06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 17, 2018, to February 17, 2018 (updated calibration algorithm)</td>
<td>Update $Q$ LUT to new $Q_n$ LUT</td>
<td>CH01, CH02, and CH03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After February 07, 2018 (updated calibration algorithm)</td>
<td>$f_Q = 1/f_{\text{int, ch}} = 1/9$ (with $Q$-scaling)</td>
<td>CH01, CH02, CH03, CH04, CH05, and CH06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 Detector Uniformity Evaluation Through Reanalysis of ABI NSS Data from Field Campaign

#### 4.2.1 ABI NSS data collection during field campaign

The ABI NSS data collection during the field campaign on March 28, 2017, was executed under timeline 25 scheduling. Figure 16 shows the sample ground track of ABI NSS during timeline 25 for CH01 around UT 19:25 on March 28, 2017. Figure 17 shows example of NSS data for...
Fig. 16 Ground track of GOES-16 ABI NSS during timeline 25 for CH01 around UT 19:25 on March 28, 2017. The ABI NSS during timeline 25 is designed to overpass the target location for swath number = channel number.

Fig. 17 (a) Pixel map of the ABI CH01 NSS radiance (W/m²-sr-μm) data in detector-N/S pixel coordinate. (b) NSS data reorganized in the detector-N/S prime angle (radian) coordinate. The region for calculating detector-mean radiance $L_{c,k}$ is marked as the white rectangle box. (c) The E/W and N/S scan angle (radian) locations for all of detectors of ABI CH01 during NSS. The color coding indicates the column number for these detectors. (d) All-detector-averaged radiance (W/m²-sr-μm) versus N/S scan angle (radian), showing large variation of radiances corresponding to the variety of surface features during NSS.
ABI CH01. Figure 17(a) shows the measured radiance in the detector-N/S pixel coordinate, i.e., pixel map. The slanted stripe indicates the sequential scan of the same location by all of the detectors during NSS. It is difficult to directly extract data over the same region from the pixel map. Therefore, NSS data were reorganized in the coordinate of detector-N/S prime angle, i.e., the N/S scan angle of ABI [see Fig. 17(b)]. Such a coordinate transformation enables the detector-uniformity evaluation. To minimize the noise in the data and increase the sample size, the NSS data within 96% of the common N/S prime angle range for all of the detectors are collected. Figure 17(c) shows the E/W and N/S scan angle locations for all of ABI CH01 detectors during NSS. The locations are color-coded with the ABI BDS identifier (column number). Because the detector array for each ABI channel has multiple columns, one best detector is selected for each row of ABI detectors, and the selected detector is labeled with the BDS identifier. For ABI CH01, there are three columns in the detector array with the BDS identifier ranging from 1 to 3. It can be seen that there are small differences in the E/W scan angle locations among the detectors with different BDS identifiers. The data within 96% of the common N/S prime angle range are averaged over the same N/S prime angle range for each detector, and the resulting mean radiance is labeled as \( L_{c;k} \) for detector \( k \) of column \( c \), which is used to evaluate the detector uniformity.

4.2.2 Detector uniformity evaluation with NSS data from field campaign

In this section, the reanalysis results of ABI CH01 to CH03 NSS data are shown. Figure 18 shows the normalized mean-radiance among detectors derived from the reprocessed radiance data using the version O and U calibration models for ABI CH01 to CH03. After the mean-radiance \( L_{c;k} \) is calculated by averaging the detector radiance over the same N/S scan angle range, the normalized mean-radiance (\( NL_{c;k} \)) for detector \( k \) of column \( c \) is defined as

\[
NL_{c;k} = \frac{L_{c;k}}{L_c}.
\]
where $L_c$ is the mean target radiance. $NL_{c;k}$ is the key parameter used to assess the detector uniformity for each ABI channel.

In Fig. 18, the color-coding for the scattered points in each panel indicates the column number for each detector of the corresponding channel. Several key points can be inferred from the comparison in Fig. 18.

a. The $Q$-scaling scheme paired with the new $Q$-LUT (version U) significantly reduces the detector-to-detector spread as can be seen from comparing the left and right columns in Fig. 18. This can also be inferred from the reduction in the standard deviation of NL, i.e., $\sigma_{NL,c}$ for detector column $c$ ($c = 1, 2, 3$), as listed in Table 6. For ABI CH01, the reduction in $\sigma_{NL}$ is the most significant (>4 times), which indicates that the detector uniformity was largely improved with the version U calibration algorithm. From Table 6, version U also significantly increases the detector-uniformity for ABI CH02 and CH03.

b. Comparing the NL data of version O and U in Fig. 18, it can be seen that the outliers with large deviations from mean NL values were removed in version U NSS data for ABI CH01, CH02, and CH03. This indicates that the destriping algorithm implemented in the version U solar calibration is quite successful.

c. Version U still has a residual rising slope of $\sim 0.5\%$ across detectors with a detector number $< 200$ for ABI CH01. For ABI CH02, there is an apparent rapid rise in $NL_{c;k}$ for a detector number $> 1300$, which might be due to the uncertainty in the prelaunch solar diffuser BRDF characterization. For ABI CH03, there is a residual downward slope of $(-0.75\%)$ in $NL_{c;k}$ for a detector number $> 400$. It is worth of pointing out that the ability of identifying the residual slope across detectors with the NSS data can greatly assist the evaluation of the solar diffuser BRDF LUT used in the solar calibration. The remaining differences in the distribution of $NL_{c;k}$ data with different column numbers for the updated calibration algorithm (the right column of Fig. 18) might be due to the slight difference in the E/W scan-angle locations of these detectors with different column numbers.

### 4.3 Detector Uniformity Evaluation from Reanalysis of GOES-16 ABI Lunar NSS Data

#### 4.3.1 Lunar NSS of GOES-16 ABI

During the GOES-16 postlaunch test (PLT) and postlaunch product test (PLPT) periods, the ABI lunar NSS was conducted over the Moon surface when the Moon transited across the space annulus within the ABI field of regard (FOR) and outside of the Earth disk. The same timeline 25 designed for the NSS of the Earth target was scheduled for the lunar NSS. In this section, the ABI CH01 to CH03 detector uniformity are evaluated with the lunar NSS data collected on April 10, 2017, and compared with the results from the NSS over land target analyzed in Sec. 4.2. Unlike the initial vendor-processing of timeline 25 NSS data collected during the field campaign, the lunar NSS data was processed from level-0 (raw data) and radiometrically calibrated by the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABI channel</th>
<th>Version O calibration</th>
<th>Version U calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Col. #1</td>
<td>Col. #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH01</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH02</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH03</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Standard deviation of $NL_{c;k}$, i.e., $\sigma_{NL,c}$ (%), over detectors of columns one to three for ABI CH01 to CH03 derived from NSS field campaign data with version O and U calibration algorithms, respectively.
GOES-R calibration working group (CWG), which provides an independent validation of the NSS results over the Earth scenes.

To collect lunar NSS data, the north/south and east/west scan mirrors of ABI sensor were pointed to the middle of the space annulus around the Earth disk in the FOR of ABI that intercepts with the Moon’s orbit. The lunar NSS started when the Moon moved into the FOR on the west side of the Earth. The NSS scheduled under ABI timeline 25 mode was continuously executed until the Moon was occluded by the Earth. The same procedure was repeated as the Moon reappeared in the space on the east side of the Earth. Because the Moon moves along east/west direction relative to the Earth due to the Earth’s rotation and only one channel’s detectors can be placed at the target location during NSS due to different detector locations of ABI channels on the focal plane, the lunar NSS of different ABI channels scan across different surface locations on the Moon. Figure 19 shows an example of a lunar NSS image of GOES-16 ABI CH03 collected on April 10, 2017. The X-axis is along the NSS direction of the ABI, and the Y-axis is the along the direction of the detector array. The lunar phase angle is \( \sim 6 \) deg and \( \sim 9 \) deg during the two NSS data collection events at the west and east side of Earth, respectively. Similar to the ABI NSS over the Earth target, the detectors from the same detector column in each ABI channel scanned across the same lunar surface and space areas. For each detector, the bright pixels along the X-axis in Fig. 19 are the illuminated lunar surface being scanned from north to south by the detector.

### 4.3.2 ABI detector uniformity performance from reanalysis of lunar NSS data

In this study, the ABI detector gain values were calculated using the two calibration algorithms introduced in Sec. 4.1 and then applied to the lunar NSS data to assess the detector uniformity of GOES-16 ABI CH01 to CH03. In particular, the detector linear gain \((M)\) and nonlinear \((Q)\) factor from the version O and U calibration algorithms were applied to convert the digital count data of the ABI lunar NSS collection to radiance data.

Different from the NSS of the Earth target, the lunar NSS has clean transitions from space to the Moon. To minimize the possible impacts from instrument blooming, stray light from the Earth and/or Moon, and scattering from Earth’s atmosphere, the target area for the lunar NSS study is chosen to be composed of the illuminated lunar surface and the space surrounding the moon. Therefore, the target area for detector uniformity evaluation includes the following three regions as the ABI scans from the northern to the southern sides of the Moon (Fig. 19).

1. Samples in space to the northern side of the illuminated Moon \((X1)\);
2. Illuminated lunar surface samples \((X2)\);
3. Samples in space to the southern side of the Moon \((X3)\).

In addition, to ensure a sufficient amount of lunar surface samples and average out the impacts due to the variation of the lunar surface reflectance along the scanning path of NSS, the lunar NSS with the largest number of illuminated pixels is selected for each ABI channel. The illuminated lunar boundaries along the scanning path of each detector are identified as...
being at the first of the 10 consecutive samples that have radiance larger than the nominal radiance of space. The nominal radiance of space is defined as the mode value derived from the histogram of space radiance around the Moon.

The radiance $L_{c,k}$ of the target region along the lunar NSS for detector $k$ from detector column $c$ (1, 2, and 3) of each ABI channel is calculated as

$$L_{c,k} = \sum_{i=0}^{X_1} L_{c,k,i} + \sum_{i=0}^{X_2} L_{c,k,i} + \sum_{i=0}^{X_3} L_{c,k,i}, \quad (6)$$

where $i$ is the pixel sample located within the $X_1$, $X_2$, and $X_3$ segments along the scan direction shown in Fig. 19. The value of $X_2$ is the number of illuminated lunar samples along the scan direction. $X_1$ and $X_3$ are the number of samples away from the northern and southern boundaries of the illuminated lunar surface, respectively. The reason for including sufficient samples away from the Moon, i.e., over the $X_1$ and $X_3$ regions, is to calculate the moon-shine radiation into the vicinity of space. In this study, $X_1$ and $X_3$ are chosen to be 0.0013 radian away from the lunar edge. This ensures that no lunar radiation can be detected for all of the RSBs at samples beyond 0.0013 radian away from the lunar edge.

The mean target radiance for the detector $k$ from column $c$ is calculated as $\overline{L_{c,k}}$. The underlying basis for the detector uniformity validation with lunar NSS data is that all of the detectors from the same detector column ($c$) of a given ABI channel scan through and collect the data over the same target region on the Moon. Therefore, the detector uniformity performance for each channel is then evaluated by comparing the target radiance of each detector ($L_{c,k}$) to the mean target radiance $\overline{L_{c}}$, i.e., the normalized target radiance $NL_{c,k}$.

Figure 20 shows the normalized target radiance ($NL_{c,k}$) for each detector $k$ in column $c$ (color-coded) of ABI CH01 to CH03 as calculated with the version O (left column) and version U (right column) calibration algorithms, respectively. Table 7 shows the standard deviation of

![Normalized lunar target radiance](image)

**Fig. 20** Normalized lunar target radiance ($NL_{c,k}$) for each detector $k$ in column $c$ (color-coded) calculated with (a–c) version O and (e–g) version U calibration algorithms for GOES-16 ABI CH01, CH02, and CH03, respectively.
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Table 7  Standard deviation of $\text{NL}_{c,k}$, i.e., $\sigma_{\text{NL}_{c}}$ (%), over detectors of columns one to three for ABI CH01 to CH03 derived from lunar data with version O and U calibration algorithms, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABI channel</th>
<th>Version O calibration</th>
<th>Version U calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Col. #1</td>
<td>Col. #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH01</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH02</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH03</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8  RMSE of normalized radiance difference between field campaign data (Fig. 18) and lunar data (Fig. 20) over detectors of columns one to three for ABI CH01 to CH03 processed with version O and U calibration algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABI channel</th>
<th>Version O calibration</th>
<th>Version U calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Col. #1</td>
<td>Col. #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH01</td>
<td>$3.92 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH02</td>
<td>$4.88 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$4.82 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH03</td>
<td>$4.65 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$3.45 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\text{NL}_{c,k}$, i.e., $\sigma_{\text{NL}_{c}}$ (%), for detectors of columns 1 to 3 for ABI CH01 to CH03 derived from lunar data.

We calculated the RMSE of normalized radiance difference between field campaign NSS data (Fig. 18) and lunar NSS data (Fig. 20) processed with two calibration algorithms. The results are shown in Table 8. The field campaign and lunar data shown in Figs. 18 and 20, respectively, are in general consistent with having RMSE within $5.0 \times 10^{-3}$.

As shown in Fig. 20, the $\text{NL}_{c,k}$ of ABI CH01 to CH03 derived from the version O algorithm has a strong detector-to-detector variation, which is consistent with the striping analysis results using the NSS scan image of the Earth shown in Fig. 18. The updated $Q$ values in version U were derived based on the on-orbit measurements of the Earth scene and aimed at the remediation of the image striping and enhancing the detector uniformity. Figure 20 shows the independent validation of the reduction in the detector-to-detector variations after applying the version U calibration algorithm to the lunar NSS data of ABI CH01 to CH03. In addition, Fig. 20 shows that the lunar NSS data of version U confirm the removal of those outliers in version O for CH01, CH02, and CH03. All of these improvements are consistent with those in Fig. 18.

Similar to those shown in Fig. 18, rising slopes in CH01 and CH02 lunar NSS data processed with the version U calibration algorithm remain. Both lunar and Earth view data show different patterns for CH02 before the calibration algorithm update, i.e., the blue dots are divided into two bias groups in the left middle panels of Figs. 18 and 20, in comparison with the other two channels, e.g., CH01 and CH03. After the implementation of the updated calibration algorithm, such differences in scattering are removed as shown in the right column of Figs. 18 and 20. Both the land and lunar NSS data show that the NL data for detector number $>1300$ of the ABI CH02 detector array displays a rapid upward trend. This may be due to the uncertainty in the prelaunch characterization of the solar diffuser BRDF for ABI CH02.

The above analysis of GOES-16 ABI NSS data from field campaign and lunar observations demonstrates that the reanalysis of NSS data enables quantitative evaluation of the detector uniformity performance between calibration algorithms. Both the field campaign and lunar NSS data confirm the improvement in the detector uniformity in ABI CH01 to CH03 with the application of the updated $Q$ LUT and $Q$-scaling scheme in solar calibration. The NSS data can also quantify the residual slope across detectors, which may be traced back to the uncertainty in the
solar diffuser BRDF used in the solar calibration. The consistency in the detector uniformity performance between land and lunar NSS data also assures the robustness of the NSS data in evaluating the detector uniformity performance for ABI RSB channels.

In Ref. 35, a striping mitigation method for the RSB channels of GOES-R ABI using NSS data was demonstrated. In Ref. 36, a striping detection and characterization method for ABI Earth view images was developed. Based on this method, the striping performance of the operational GOES-16 ABI Level-1B Earth view data products are closely monitored at Ref. 37. The improvements of the GOES-16 ABI striping performance over Earth observations from the version O to U calibration algorithms during the timeline shown in Table 5 can also be monitored from this web page. We also note that, from the analysis in Refs. 36 and 38 and online striping monitoring page, GOES-16 ABI CH04 to CH06 images perform well, and the striping in these channels is of less concern than in ABI CH01 to CH03. Therefore, nonlinear $Q$ calibration LUTs were not entirely updated for ABI CH04 to CH06.

5 Summary

In this paper, the radiometric biases and uncertainties of RSB and TEB of the GOES-16 ABI have been evaluated through comparison with independent airborne reference sensor measurements collected by AVIRIS-NG and S-HIS, respectively, during the field campaign on March 28, 2017. In addition, the detector uniformity performance of GOES-16 ABI CH01 to CH03 was evaluated with the NSS data collected during both the field campaign and lunar scans and was processed with two calibration algorithms.

Through intercomparison between GOES-16 ABI RSB and AVIRIS-NG measurements over co-located targets in the Sonoran Desert region on March 28, 2017, the radiometric biases of ABI RSB were evaluated. In comparison with AVIRIS-NG measurements, the mean radiometric biases for ABI CH01, CH03, CH05, and CH06 determined from MESO data were all within 2% with total uncertainty <2.5%. The total uncertainty was SI traceable to NIST via a FEL lamp. The radiometric biases ± uncertainties for all five ABI RSB channels studied in this paper were within the 5% radiometric accuracy requirement. For ABI CH02, the MESO data comparison with AVIRIS-NG data showed $\sim$2.85% ± 2.15% positive bias, which could be due to detector nonuniformity as shown in Fig. 18(b). The comparison with NSS data for ABI CH02 in Ref. 17 showed $\sim$7% positive bias, which is closer to the $\sim$6.4% bias determined from the independent analysis with GOES-16 ABI and SNPP VIIRS collocation data. The possible cause of the particularly large bias for ABI CH02 can be due to the uncertainty in the solar diffuser reflectance table determined in the prelaunch test. The mitigation of ABI CH02 bias was implemented on April 23, 2019, using a rescaled the solar diffuser reflectance table and the resulting radiometric bias of GOES-16 ABI CH02 was reduced by $\sim$6.4%.

The BT differences between GOES-16 ABI TEB and S-HIS measurements over colocated land targets in the Sonoran Desert region on March 28, 2017, are also compared. In comparison with S-HIS, GOES-16 ABI CH08 to CH11 have positive BT biases <0.55 K with uncertainties <0.35 K and ABI CH13 to CH15 have negative BT bias with amplitude being <0.45 K and uncertainties <0.3 K at the 300 K BT scene equivalent. The overall BT biases of ABI CH08 to CH11 and CH13 to CH15 determined from land scene in this paper are consistent in both sign and magnitude with those determined from the measurements over ocean on April 13, 2017, in Ref. 27. This is also consistent with TEB bias evaluation results from the GEO-LEO comparison between GOES-16 TEB and hyperspectral infrared measurement by the CrIS sensor on board SNPP and NOAA-20. The bias of ABI CH07 was 0.97 K over land surface in comparison with S-HIS whereas the bias determined from S-HIS measurements over ocean was 0.24 K, which can be due to the high emissivity and surface feature variability over land surface for this channel. GOES-16 ABI CH16 has a negative BT bias $\sim$1 K, which is due to the CO$_2$ absorption above the ER2 aircraft. The much larger bias of ABI CH12 ($9.6 \mu m$) is due to the ozone absorption above the ER2. For ABI CH12 and CH16, RTM corrections need to be applied to account of the atmosphere absorption above the aircraft to reconcile the BT difference between ABI and S-HIS measurements.
It is noted that GOES-16 ABI calibrations [including image navigation registration (INR) and radiometric calibrations] have evolved and improved after March 28, 2017, such that the radiometric bias analysis in this paper is an evaluation of data quality at the time, not necessarily representative of the overall quality achieved later.

This paper also developed a scheme to analyze ABI NSS data to address the challenge of evaluating the detector uniformity for ABI channels with hundreds to more than a thousand detectors. The NSS data collected during the field campaign and lunar observation were processed to evaluate the detector uniformity performance for ABI CH01 to CH03. Through the reanalysis of the ABI CH01 to CH03 NSS data with two calibration algorithms, the ABI NSS data from field campaign and lunar observation both showed significant improvements in detector uniformity due to the implementation of the $Q$-scaling scheme and the updated $Q$ factor-LUT in the solar calibration. In particular, there were significant reductions in detector-to-detector variability and the removal of outliers after applying the $Q$-scaling scheme in the solar calibration together with the updated nonlinear calibration factor $Q$. It was also shown that there are residual slopes across detectors of ABI CH01 to CH03 after applying the version U solar calibration algorithm to process the NSS data from both the land and lunar observations. This residual slope might be due to the uncertainty in the prelaunch BRDF of the solar diffuser used in the solar calibration, which needs further investigation.

In summary, the field campaign provided an invaluable independent radiometric validation for GOES-16 ABI TEBs and RSBs. Through coordinated postlaunch field collections, the SI-traceable airborne spectral radiance measurements by AVIRIS-NG and S-HIS, together with the ray-matched GOES-16 ABI measurements, were made available. The comparison between GOES-16 ABI and AVIRIS-NG/S-HIS measurements enabled the validation of the SI traceability of the radiometric quality of the ABI level-1B RSB and TEB channels. The reanalysis of NSS data demonstrates its usefulness in evaluating calibration algorithm performance in terms of detector uniformity and identifying residual slope among detectors. The consistency in the detector uniformity performance from the land and lunar NSS data also assures their robustness for evaluation of ABI channels. It is also suggested that routine collection and analysis of NSS data of Moon or Earth targets can help monitor and trend the ABI detector-uniformity variation. In particular, the ABI CH04 is a water vapor absorption band and can be largely affected by the absorption. Because there is no atmosphere on the Moon, the lunar NSS data can provide a unique opportunity for the evaluation of detector uniformity of ABI CH04 (preliminary analysis results can be found in Ref. 38). It is further suggested that the NSS data can be further used to perform calibration of ABI detectors and reduce the striping. Performing actual radiometric calibration of ABI detectors and correct striping using NSS data will require deriving both linear and nonlinear calibration coefficients for each detector relative to a reference detector. This will further require the intercomparison of the NSS data of different detectors in the form of scatter or histogram plots to derive the relative linear/nonlinear coefficients. This analysis will also help with the selection of the best ABI detectors with optimal performance in nonlinearity and uncertainty to be used in the operational data production.
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